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This is a cutting tool with “bite” and all the qualities required for the job.

Näytä verkossa

A CLASSIC, IN POCKET FORM.

The SECUNORM HANDY is compact, but don't be fooled! Being handy
doesn’t mean it’s quaint. This is a cutting tool with “bite” and all the
qualities required for the job. Compact yet versatile, lightweight but
extremely handy, the SECUNORM HANDY is suitable for a variety of
cutting applications. High frequency cutting is no problem.

ALL HIGHLIGHTS AT A GLANCE.

4-TIMES USABLE BLADE

Why do you benefit more from your blade? With its four sharp edges, it
can be rotated four times. That's why. The result? Blade life is quadrupled
and you stay sharp for longer.

DOUBLE-SIDED SLIDER

With the right hand? With the left hand? It’s all the same. We have fitted
the SECUNORM HANDY with a slider that is accessible from both sides.
Now that's handy!

SMALL, BUT ROBUST

Don't take this cutter at face value. It is small, but it is tough. The plastic
insert sits snug within a coated metal handle. Light and compact, the
SECUNORM HANDY will guide you through thick and thin, long term.
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HANDY FORMAT

The SECUNORM HANDY can slip into every pocket. For times when it's not
in use. When in use, you will appreciate its lightness and size. Ribbing on
the slider is a grippybonus.

TOOL-LESS BLADE CHANGE

Changing the blade is simple. And tool-less. Simply pull the plastic insert
out of the cutter body. Rotate or change the blade, replace the insert, job
done!

Article No 445

Size 100 x 7.8 x 25.5 mm

Weight 35 g

Material Steel

Blade INDUSTRIAL BLADE NO. 45

Blade change Yes

Stainless steel No

Detectable No

Color Black, blue

Food safe No

Order number 445.02

Cutting depth 8.5 mm

Packaging unit 1 in single unit box (20 knives in
multipack)
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